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We thank God for His deep care! This we felt as we took part of this special preparation WS. In 
around 80 days we will be given the incredible grace of the Foundation Day Blessing. And yet before 
this must needed seminar we had some unclear understanding, even fundamentally on the level of 
the heart. 

18 brothers and sisters from our Warsaw region took part in it. We felt a beautiful family 
atmosphere. 

Our elder brother Rainer spent most of the first lecture taking us through the special central 
persons of dispensational history that fulfilled the conditions for the change of blood lineage.   

The second part was for questions and answers. Here we need to offer a special thanks to Rainer for 
his heart in dealing with questions. For him there is no silly question, no question that would 
require any judgmental reply. Therefore all felt free to share; we gained new understanding.  



After a potluck lunch – these are great because we always experience that there is more food than 
the sum of the original- lecture 3 took us to the blessing and engrafting process. A clear explanation; 
we very much appreciated.  

The Foundation Day Blessing was the topic of our last lecture; it was followed by a few relevant 
questions. 

We would like to thank our elder brother; after his coming we feel our region is on the next step up. 
He clarified many points; we know what we have to do to prepare internally and externally. So we 
are ready for action. We are in the process of discussing a few upcoming WSs that will take place in 
Warsaw to help our guests/friends prepare themselves to receive the blessing on February 17th. 
Then also we are committed to continuing in our internal preparation for the Foundation Day 
Blessing.  

We thank God for sending our elder brother Rainer! 


